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Chapter 55 My Wife is a Little Shy

After taking care of her problems, Cathy quickly cleaned herself and left the bathroom.

"Adrian, let's carry on…"

She uttered hastily as she opened the door.

She was afraid that Adrian had something to say about her accountability as she had been staying

in the bathroom for too long.

However, she was met with nothing but silence.

She thought Adrian had fallen asleep again.

But when she lifted her head…

When did these four guys come into the room?!

At this moment, Adrian was still leaning against the bedhead, while Evan was standing in the

middle of the room with three other men, gawking at her in surprise.

One could cut the atmosphere in the room with a knife.

Two seconds later, Cathy came to her senses.

She chuckled awkwardly, "Are you… talking about work?"

"Yes… These are the executives of the company, they heard Master Adrian was attacked, so

they've come to pay a visit…"

Evan explained anxiously, as if he had made a mistake. "They arrived early in the morning, but I

didn't let him come in as I was afraid to disturb you in your sleep."

"Master Adrian normally wakes up at seven, seeing that it is past nine, I decided to bring them

in…"

He then looked at Cathy apologetically, "Ma'am, I didn't mean to interrupt with you and Master

Adrian's… act."

Cathy was stunned for a moment before it dawned on her what Evan was referring to.

"Evan, you might've mistaken." She replied uneasily.

When she said she wanted to carry on, she meant carrying on with their sleep!

"Stop explaining yourself."

Leaning against the bed, Adrian changed his posture indolently, "Go bring me some breakfast."

Cathy threw a glance at Evan and the three men standing behind him.

It was obvious to her that the four of them were not convinced…

Having no idea what more she could have said, she turned around to leave the room dejectedly.

As soon as she shut the door behind her, she could hear Adrian's deep yet silvery voice with a

tinge of playfulness, "My wife is a little shy."

Cathy, "…"

What did he mean by shy? She was merely embarrassed from the misunderstanding!

Being more dejected, Cathy went out to buy breakfast.

It was past nine in the morning.

The breakfast place was all empty. Cathy chose a seat by the window and stared at the outdoor

scenery as her order was being prepared.

A couple by the beach had caught her eyes.

The man had a distinct, protruding belly, seemingly in his forties.

While the woman… looked familiar.

She was none other than Willow Xenos – she who supposedly had been madly in love with

Xavier Carter.

Cathy squinted at the couple and snapped a photo of Willow wrapping her arms around the man's

arm, then saved a copy of it.

Cathy was so focused on taking photos of the couple that she did not realize her order was placed

on the table.

At the hotel, after sending the breakfast to Adrian's room, she returned to the room she was

sharing with Quinn.

"My lady, you're finally awake."

Quinn was lying on the couch languidly as Cathy walked into the room. "Evan told me half an

hour ago that you were still asleep."

"I didn't want to disturb you and Adrian, so I thought I'd just come back and wait!"

Cathy put on a frown and hummed in acknowledgment, then jumped onto the couch and browsed

the photos she had taken.

She was curious to know who the man next to Willow was at the beach.

She knew nothing about an uncle that Willow had.

Cathy zoomed into each photo to scrutinize them, only to see the man's greasy face.

A face which she had no knowledge of.

Cathy and Willow were best friends for six years. She thought she had met all of Willow's family

members.

"Hey, isn't that Director Colin?"

Quinn leaned towards Cathy and instantly recognized the man in the photo.

Cathy promptly raised her brows, "You know him?"

"Of course."

Quin nodded her head as she grabbed a bun that Cathy had brought back. "I used to play as a

double for him in a film." She said with a mouthful of bun.

"He's one of the best in the business, specializes in movies. Had quite a few glamourous

achievements in his career, and also made a few actresses famous."

"He's after a female lead for his movie lately, everyone in the circle has been dying for that role."

After inhaling in the bun, Quinn glanced at Cathy, "Why do you have a photo of him?"

Cathy chuckled and zoomed out to show the full photo, revealing Willow's interaction with

Director Colin.

"Bloody hell…"

Quinn coughed, "Willow Xenos is one of a kind!"

"Isn't Director Colin in his fifties? He's bald, overweight, has a wife and kids…"

Cathy raised the corners of her lips, "So, I wasn't the only one who was cheated on."

Xavier broke her heart and treated her like trash, thinking that Willow was his true love.

But what did he get in return?

"If you leak this photo to the media, the entertainment circle in Ryzan would be shaken once

again."

Quinn sighed, "It seems like Willow's bound to become the female lead of Colin's next movie."

"Too early to say."

Cathy grabbed her phone, "Quinn, what if Colin doesn't end up choosing her, after all she has

sacrificed… Wouldn't she be bawling her eyes out?"

"Of course!"

Quinn took a sip of soy milk, "I don't suppose a young woman like her would choose to go out

with Colin for love."

"But Cathy, she's already offered herself to Colin, how could she not get the role?"

"What if I get it?"

Cathy squinted her eyes mischievously as she stared into the distance, "I want to fight for the

role."

"And I'm eager to get it."

Cathy had had enough.

Her tone was unusually confident and adamant, which stunned Quinn into a moment of silence.

She had never seen Cathy behaving like this before.

With this air, Cathy had become more charming than ever.

"But."

Quinn breathed a sigh, "Colin's upcoming project is a thriller. Cathy, are you sure you can handle

it, after so many years away from acting?"

Cathy slouched on the coach indolently and shut her eyes, "I never said I'll actually take up the

role."

She was never interested in Colin's movie.

All she wanted to do was steal the lead role from Willow out of spite, especially with the dodgy

move she pulled.

Cathy wanted to watch Willow clash and burn.

Finally, she will spread the photos of her and Colin on the Internet.

So, Willow will be banished from the entertainment world!

Squinting her eyes, Cathy stared into the distance listlessly.

She remembered the days when she guided Willow from an influencer to becoming an actress,

step by step, little by little.

She never wanted to push things this far.

But Willow and Xavier had been pushing her limits…

Thus, she was only letting them get a taste of their medicine, bringing them to the front page of

the internet and ruining their career at the same time!
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